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INTRODUCTION

Lutetium which is the last in the lanthanide series is a heavy rare

1 2
earth metal, having atomic configuration 5d 6s and atomic number 71,

Lutetium is a non-superconductor at ambient pressure and becomes super-

conductor around 45 kbar pressure. Probst and Wittig have experimen-

tally measured the superconducting transition temperature of Lu and its

value varies between 20 mk around 45 kbar and ~ 1.1 K around 180 Kbar.

The graph connecting T and pressure shows a continuous increase of T
c c

above 180 kbar. The bandstructure, Fermi surface and the superconducting

transition temperature are reported at 330 kbar pressure. The bandstructure

calculation was done for this pressure as the lattice constants were

available for this pressure- The purpose of the paper is mainly to explain

the experiment.aj]y observed increase of T with pressure. The plan of

this paper is as follows. Tn Section I, the details of the bandstructure

calculation by RAPW method is discussed. Section II deals with the

calculation of electronic contribution •£ , In Section. Ill, the details of

the pressure dependence of Debye temperature and Gru'neisen constant are

given in detail. T value is obtained using McMillan's equation in

° 2)
conjunction with the Gaspari-Gyorffy formula. Section IV deals with
the Fermi Surface. Finally in Section V the results are discussed.

was constructed by superposing the neutral atom charge density of Liberman

for Lu. The potential constructed takes into account the exchange and

correlation contributions using Vashishta and Singwi scheme and the details
6)

of potential construction are given elsewhere in detail . The bandstructure

calculation was done using the relativistic augmented plane wave (RAPW)

method as has been described in our earlier calculations ' . The exchange

correlation part in the above scheme is given as

with

("I) [>l

<» ( ir

where r denotes the electron gas parameter. Using this potential the
5

bandstructure was obtained by computing the eigenvalues at 76 points

uniformly distributed in the 1/24 part of the Brillouir. zone. The band-

structure along I" _ K - M - and A - L - H - A directions are

given in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. The Fer̂ ii energy and the density of

states corresponding to the Fermi energy were also determined.

I. BANDSTRUCTURE CALCULATION

3)
Lin-Gun-Liu found that Lu retains its h.c.p. structure upto

230 kbar. The c and a values corresponding to 230 kbar pressure were
0 0

taken from the above work and they are 4.92099 A and 3.17899 A

respectively. Another important feature is that the recent experimental

4)
study of Holzapfel and Syassen shows that there is no valence fluctuation in Lu

in the pressure range being reported here. The muffin-tin potential

II. CALCULATION OF ELECTRONIC CONTRIBUTION Tj

We follow the prescription of Pettifor to calculate the electronic

oontribution m , Here we briefly outline the procedure followed by Pettifor.

The electronic contribution to the electron -phonon mass enhancement

A is vritten as

(2)
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where and are given by the following equations which containand }

the quantities that can be calculated from bandstructure data:

(3)

(4)

The square of the electron-phonon matrix elements M and w are given
pa df

by the following expressions ;

In the above expressions S is the muffin-tin sphere radius and <f) is

the potential at the sphere radius. E is the Fermi energy. The width of

the d band W is given by
d

(7)

where E and E are the top and bottom of the d band corresponding to

the energies which make the logarithmic derivative - '" and 0, respectively.

The bottom of the conduction band, B , which appears in (5) is obtained from

the condition

(8)

L in equations (5) and (6) refer to the value of the logarithmic derivative

for the •? = 2 state at the Fermi energy.

The partial densities of states n (E ) that enter the

expression for rn in (3) and (d) are assumed to be free electron-like

for all but the resonant d term, so that

(9)

is given by the expression

(10)

where n is the total density of states at the Fermi energy and —
d

is given by

'*<

21 W,

(ID

•nc\ ^ ^4

The effective mass of the d electron is obtained from the relation

2 5
(12)

In our calculation, from the logarithmic derivative for *• = 2 and

O states, the width of the d band, v and the bottom of the conduction

band, B , were found using equations (7) and (8) respectively. n is

the total density of states obtained from the Fermi energy. The s and p

partial densities of states were obtained using (9) and these values were
n

substituted in (10) to arrive at — . The parameters obtained using

the above procedure are given in Table 1,

III. CALCULATION OF SUPERCONDUCTING TRANSITION TEMPERATURE

The superconducting transition temperature is calculated using

10)
McMillan's formula
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C I-4S L A-A^it-c.UA) J
(13)

/*A, is the electron-electron interaction constant. The other quantities

have their usual notations. The electron-phonon mass enhancement A is

given by

A - N(Er-)<i2>
(14)

The electronic contribution N(E ) i I ,> is calculated as described In

Section II. Since there is no phonon bandstructure available for this
2

metal at 230 Kbar pressure, the square of the average phonon frequency i io >

is replaced by -? Q where © is the Debye temperature. The value of

the Debye temperature & at 0 K and ambient pressure is taken from
D

11)
the experimental work of Wells . In order to include the pressure

effects on © we have used the following expression '.

(15)

where Y ^s ^he Gruneisen parameter. In order to calculate the

variation of V with pressure Ramakrishnan et al have given the
G

relation

Ye - Y t i. (16)

Since the parameter S is not available for Lu, the other r' 'itions cited

13)
by Godwal et al. can be made use of

Ye •_ r ^ t U , - . I i
(17)
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We found that the values of f̂ obtained using equations (17) and (18)
° 14)

agree well for the materials Indium, Aluminum, Lead and Copper . Hence

the variation of V with pressure is calculated using equation (26) for

\ G
Lu, The phase shifts required to calculate the electron-phonon coupling

constant and hence the superconducting transition temperature are calculated

in the same way as has been done in our earlier calculations , The values

of the parameters that are involved in the calculation of T are given
16) °

Table 2. It is well known

electronic factor

that RMTA calculations overestimate the

approximately by a factor of 2. Papaconstnn' ilo

et al. have arbitrarily halved <*J in their calculations. But

18)
according to Pickett RMTA overestimates r*) only by 25% in the

Lanthanide metals. So we have calculated A and hence T substituting

*J , |T- and rvi in the place of f̂  in (14). The A and T

values so obtained are given as A (1), A (2), A (3) and T (1), T (2)

^nd T (3) in Table 2 along with the available experimental T values,
c o

IV, FERMI SURFACE

The Fermi surface of Lu at 230 kbar pressure is given in Fig.3. The

Fermi surface of heavy rare earths are expected to be similar since the

same 6s and 5d conduction electrons are involved in each case and the

lattice constants are similar. From our bandstructure of Lu shown in

Figs. 1 and 2, it can be seen that it is only at f" , L and H that

there are bands just above the Fermi energy. The Fermi surface proposed by

us consists of a small region of hole around ' in the 3rd band. The hole

region extends in the 4th band and touches the line MK. The ALH in the 3rd



and 4th band is a region of hole. While comparing the Fermi surface of Lu
1 ft)

at 230 kbar with thai, it 103 kliar we find that the electron region is

r^nt.rrict <v =ind the hole region is enlarged. The values of the extremal

ai-eas anu frequencies at 230 khnr and 103 kbar pressure are listed in

Table 3. Since there is no dHVA measurement a^ these pressures we are

unable to compare our result.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The experimental work of Probst and Wittig gives the T value as

~ 1.1 °K at 180 kbar pressure. Their graph connecting T and pressure

shows a steep rise in the T value for higher pressures. The exact T

value for 230 kbar is not known. Yet it is obvious that T (1) obtained
c

:?y reducing "£ by SO % following Popaconstantopoulos et al.

depresses T too much. As has been stated by Pickett RMTA
c v

perhaps overestimates f>£ by only 25 % in lftnthani.de metals. So we

believe T (2) obtained replacing CO by ^ should be more closer

to the real T value. The only known calculation which estimates the

effect of RUTA on "9 is by Winter. It may b e more difficult to do such

a calculation at high pressures. Wittig expects the occurrence of valence

fluctuation in general to explain the pressure induced superconductivity.

To explain the superconducting behaviour in Lu, he proposed S -? d

electron transfer. It is interesting to note that from the recent

experimental work of Holzapfel and Syassen that there is no such electron

transfer with pressure range upto 300 kbar. In view of this, it is

satisfying to note that the present calculation predicts the superconducting

behaviour of Lu properly on high pressures.

It is well known that the width of the conduction band should

increase with pressure as the wavefunctionn tenH to overlap more. The

conduction bandwidth obtained at 230 kbar pressure is 6.874 eV where ns the

bandwidth at ambient pressure is approximately 5.848 eV,
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TABLE 1

Band and electron-phoncc parameters

Pressure

(kbar)

S

( aul (Ryd) States/eV

-atom

"I
df

(eV/A°2)

230 2.900 0.655 3.091 1.102 0.045 4.471 4.516
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TABLE 3

Extremal Areas and Frequencies

Band Plane Area au
-2

Frequency HG

103 kliar 230 kbar 103 kbar 230 ktiar

III

IV

r ALW
Hole

Electron

TAHK
Hole

Electron

r KM

Hole

Electron

r ALM

Hole

Electron

T AHK

Hole

Electron

0.2878

0.4329

0.2674

0.5668

0.0434

1.1129

0.4695

0.2555

0.3886

0.4497

0.502B

0.3125

0.5135

0.4280

0.2548

0.9990

0.8154

0.6986

0.2429

107.666

161.951

100.035

212.043

16.253

416.362

175.673

95.602

145.405

168.248

138.127

116.939

192.112

160.142

95.344

373.733

305.060

261.378

90.875

Hole

Electron

0.2862

0.8702

0.8455

0.4039

107.0B0

325.545

312.568

151.112
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Band structure of Lu at 230 kLur pressure along

1 - K - M - f~ directions.

Fig. 2 Band structure of Lu at 230 kbar pressure along A • L- H - A

direct i-na

Fig. 3 Fermi surface of Lu at 230 kbar pressure, holes are shaded.
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